TCS Real-Time
Risk Monitoring
Solution

Global energy and resources companies face unforeseen risks, such as natural calamities and geopolitical tensions

Reporting of events is often delayed on traditional media, and small-scale but high-impact events are seldom covered

Gauging public response and obtaining suggestions from local communities, government bodies, and NGOs, vital to an incident
management strategy - traditional media sources aren’t equipped with such a feedback mechanism

Digital Reimagination ™
of the Risk Monitoring Process
Social media is gaining an edge over traditional media in terms of the breadth and speed of news reporting
Twitter and Facebook are becoming credible sources of ‘breaking news’; multinational corporations need to
monitor them on a real-time basis
Tata Consultancy Services’ (TCS’) Real-Time Risk Monitoring (RTRM) Solution combines the power of social media
and mobility to track news feeds round-the-clock
Text mining techniques and data de-duplication algorithms are used to extract key findings from unstructured
data, and deliver actionable insights

TCS PeriVista™ – Social Media Listening Platform

PeriVistaTM
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Benefits

Better risk management
Stay informed about
untoward events and
better manage the
associated operational,
reputational, and
compliance risks in
near real-time

Improved stakeholder
engagement
Leverage social media
platforms to engage with
stakeholders, and gain
valuable feedback on your
risk mitigation efforts from
local communities

Strategic insights

Brand building

Track conversations on
social media platforms,
news portals, and blogs to
derive insights for strategic
decision making

Improve the perception of
your brand among
stakeholders by responding
eff ectively to user concerns

The TCS Advantage

Domain expertise
We understand the Energy
and Resources industry and its
challenges and risks, due to
our engagements with
leading enterprises

Proprietary tools for
digital analytics
We have a range of proprietary tools
and platforms, such as PerivistaTM,
CubbuZZ, and CrowdWise, to help you
analyze unstructured data generated on
digital media

Advanced analytics
Advanced event detection and
de-duplication algorithms extract key
insights from unstructured data

To know more about the TCS Real Time Risk Monitoring Solution:
Contact: er.marketing@tcs.com | Visit: http://www.tcs.com/industries/energy/Pages/default.aspx
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